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Majority of construction projects in India are administered by one or another standard form of 
contract. Every standard form contracts usually stipulate a period within which the contracted works 
must be completed by the contractor. However, to prevent those contracts from being frustrated by a 
number of act(s) that are beyond the control of contractor, they also provide that, in those circum
stances, the contractor is relieved of the obligation to perform the works within the stipulated period 
and the contract provides such delay may be claimed as the Extension of Time (EOT). Meanwhile 
the principles of how delay and related costs should be calculated are not defined by the standard 
contract form. This leads to issues; which are usually contentious due to various 'schools of 
thoughts' and varied interpretations existing across the country. In order to eliminate disputes or fa
cilitate settlement of disputes, the leading standards are: Society of Construction Law’s Delay and 
Disruption Protocol (SCL Protocol) and AACE 29R-03 (Forensic Schedule Analysis). The paper re
views six Delay Analysis Methods (DAM) suggested and recommended by the SCL Protocol. The 
paper recommends that Delay Analysis Methods should be incorporated in the construction con
tracts in India to settle EOT and compensation claims.
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Introduction
The construction industry is one of the main sec

tors which provide important ingredient for the devel
opment of an economy. The construction industry in 
India is the second largest industry in India after agri
culture and it is contributing around 7.8 percent to the 
nation’s Gross value added at basic price (at current 
prices), Reserve Bank of India [1].

The Guide to the Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBoK) published by the Project Man
agement Institute (PMI) defines project as a temporary 
endeavour undertaken to provide a unique product or 
service [2]. The product in case of a construction pro
ject is the constructed facility such as building, as
sembling of some infrastructure. Here, the term 
‘unique’ means that every project is different in some 
way from other projects, and the term ‘temporary’ 
means that every project has definite beginning and an 
end [2]. A project involves a series of complex or in
terrelated activities and tasks that consume resources 
to achieve some specific objectives. A project is, 
therefore, not an isolated event but a realization of 
objectives through concerted efforts of different par
ticipants in various phases of the project life cycle.

There are number of studies on the types of de
lay, its frequency and the causes of delays in construc

tion projects [3-8]. There are numerous potential rea
sons for delay, for example, plan deferrals and lacks, 
outline changes, variety orders, subcontractor delays, 
inclement weather conditions, unexpected site condi
tions and other project delays can be the result of the 
action/instructions of owners, consultants, contractors 
or by other external factors to the project. The Exten
sion of Time (EOT) claims are provided in the stan
dard form of contracts such as CPWD [9], MES [10] 
and FIDIC [11]. The EOT procedure is more elabo
rated in the FIDIC 2017 red book compared to simply 
drafted be spoke contract of CPWD and 
MES.However, the issues such as critical path, total 
float ownership and concurrent delay are disputed 
under FIDIC standard form of contract.

While a number of delay analysis methods have 
been identified by the researchers for analyzing the 
delays, [12-20], there appears to be a lack of knowl
edge on which of the delay analysis methods is best or 
at least identifying which methodology would be the 
most appropriate method for a certain type of projects 
or under certain circumstances. In order to eliminate 
disputes or facilitate settlement of disputes, the lead
ing standards are: Society of Construction Law’s De
lay and Disruption Protocol (SCL Protocol) [21] and 
AACE 29R-03 (Forensic Schedule Analysis) [22].
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Delay and disruption protocol has been prepared by 
the Society of Construction Law for determining ex
tensions of time and compensation for delay and dis
ruption. The paper extensively reviews six Delay 
Analysis Methods (DAM) suggested and recom
mended by the SCL Protocol. The paper recommends 
that Delay Analysis Methods should be incorporated 
in the construction contracts in India to settle EOT and 
compensation claims.

Extension of time related clauses in Standard
Contract Forms
Delays in the project are mainly due to:
a) Employer;
b) Contractor;
c) Other Interface Contractors;
d) Force majeure;
e) Concurrent delays.
In India, for government jobs, CPWD-Central 

Public Works Department, conditions of contract 
are most widely used and for military projects 
MES-Military Engineering Services, conditions of 
contract are used. There is a growing trend of use of 
FIDIC-Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs 
Conseils (International Federation of Consulting 
Engineers) contract conditions in large projects, 
especially those funded by World Bank (WB) and 
Asian Development Bank (ADB). This section will 
discuss the delay and extension of time related 
clauses of CPWD, MES and FIDIC standard forms 
of contract.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CENTRAL
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
CONTRACT
The Central Public Works Department (CPWD 

2014) GCC Clause 5 provides for time management 
and extension for delay and details of the decision
making process to be adopted by the Engineer-in
Charge for the approval or rejection of those Con
tractor claims. Sub-clause 5.1 prescribes use of Pro
ject Management Software (PMS) for scheduling of 
the project. Sub-clause 5.2 describes nine circum
stances under which a contractor is eligible for EOT. 
Within Sub-clause 5.3 the contractor is under obliga
tion to provide request for rescheduling of Mile 
stones and extension of time within fourteen days of 
the happening of the event causing delay on the pre
scribed form to the authority. In the event the con
tractor failed to comply with this notice obligation 
then its hall not be a bar for giving a fair and reason
able extension/rescheduling of the milestones by the 
authority and this shall be binding on the contractor. 
The Engineer-in-charge is vested with the responsi
bility to takes the decisions regarding EOT and com
pensation within 3 months of the date of receipt of 
such request. However, the CPWD contract form 
does not include any of Delay Analysis Method 
(DAM) to objectively settle claims of EOT and com
pensation.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF MILITARY
ENGINEERING SERVICES CONTRACT
The Military Engineering Service (MES) is an in

frastructure development agency for Indian Armed 
Forces. Clause 11 of MES GCC deals with time delay 
and extension. Sub-clause 11A describes seven condi
tions in which contractor are eligible for EOT without 
any compensation. The contractor is under obligation to 
provide notice for extension of time (EOT) within thirty 
days of the happening of the event causing delay on the 
prescribed form to the Garrison Engineer (G.E.). In the 
event the contractor failed to comply with this notice 
obligation then he shall forfeit his right to claim exten
sion of time for delay caused due to such event (s).The 
extension of time a granted shall be communicated to the 
contractor by G.E. In the event of the contractor not 
agreeing to the extension of time granted by theG.E., the 
matter shall be referred to the Commander Works Engi
neer (C.W.E.) whose decision shall be final and binding.

Sub-clause 11 B includes two conditions in 
which contractor is granted EOT by G.E. Clause 11 
sets out both a procedure for the notification and sub
stantiation of claims and details of the decision
making process to be adopted by the engineer for the 
approval or rejection of those Employer and Contrac
tor claims. The first being the obligation to provide an 
initial Notice of Claim within 30 days.

However, clause 11 prescribes use of time and 
progress chart, no DAMs are specified in the MES 
contract form.

STANDARD FORM OF CONTRACT
OF FIDIC RED BOOK
FIDIC, Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs 

Conseils (International Federation of Consulting Engi
neers) was founded in the year 1913 in Europe and now 
has about 70 countries as members. The secretariat is 
situated in Switzerland. FIDIC had three forms of build
ing and engineering contracts-the Red book for civil en
gineering construction, the Yellow book for electrical 
and mechanical works and the Orange book for design 
and build contracts. Majority of construction projects 
worldwide are administered by the FIDIC forms of con
tract. The FIDIC Red Book 2017 edition sets out explic
itly in Clauses 1.9, 2.1, 4.7, 4.12, 4.23, 7.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.10, 
10.3, 13.6, 16.1, 16.2.2, 17.2, and 18.4, the particular 
grounds under which the contractor is entitled to an ex
tension of time (Table 1).

The FIDIC form is founded on the principle that, 
rather than waiting until the works are complete, dis
putes should be resolved during the course of the pro
ject whenever possible and therefore a contractor can
not submit its claims retrospectively post project com
pletion. In practice though, contractors attempt to 
make such claims, especially total loss claims. Within 
the Red Book, Clause 20 sets out both a procedure for 
the notification and substantiation of claims and de
tails of the decision-making process to be adopted by 
the engineer for the approval or rejection of those Em
ployer and Contractor claims.
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FIDIC Sub-clauses relating to Extension of Time (EOT)
Table 1

S.
No.

Sub
clause

no.

Title and event Related Sub-Clauses Compensation
Time Cost Profit

1 1.9 Delayed Drawings or Instrac- 
tions: delay by the engineer in 
issuing drawing or instruction 
required by notice

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time 
for Completion] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Yes Yes

2 2.1 Right of Access to the Site: 
delay by the employer to give 
access to and possession of the 
site

Sub-Clause 8.3 [Programme] Sub
Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Yes Yes

3 4.7 Site Setting Out: error in speci
fied reference points, not rea
sonably discoverable by an 
experienced contractor

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Yes Yes

4 4.12 Unforeseeable Physical Condi
tions: adverse unforeseeable 
physical conditions

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Clause 13 [Variations & 
Adjustments] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Yes No

5 4.15 Access Route: non availability 
of access if caused by an Em
ployer action

Yes Yes

6 4.24 Fossils: compliance with dis
covery of fossils, archaeologi
cal and geological findings etc.

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Yes No

7 7.4 Tests: delayed testing caused 
by employer. See also sub
clause 10.3

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time 
for Completion] Sub-Clause 9.1 [Con
tractor’s Obligation] Sub-Clause 9.2 
[Delayed Tests] Sub-Clause 10.3 [In
terference with Tests on Completion] 
Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claim] 
Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]

Yes Yes Yes

8 8.4 EOT for completion All EOT Sub-Clauses from in this table Yes Possible Possible
9 8.6 Delays caused by Authorities: a 

delay caused by the authorities
Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Possible Possible

10 8.9 Conseauences of suspension: a 
suspension initiated by em
ployer. See also sub-clause 16.1

Yes Yes No

11 10.3 Interference with Tests on 
Completion: interference by 
employer. See also sub-clause 
7.4

Yes Yes Yes

12 13.3 Variations in Procedure: The 
time consequences of variations 
are dealt with in sub-clause 
8.4(a)

Sub-Clause 3.3 [Instructions of the 
Engineer]. Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension 
of Time for Completion] Sub-Clause 
13.1 [Right to Vary] Sub-Clause 20.1 
[Contractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 
[Determinations]

Yes Yes Possible

13 13.6 Adjustments for Changes in 
Legislation: changes in Law

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Sub-Clause 20.1 [Con
tractor’s Claim] Sub-Clause 3.5 [De
terminations]

Yes Possible No
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Table 1 (end)

S.
No.

Sub
clause

no.

Title and event Related Sub-Clauses Compensation
Time Cost Profit

14 16.1 Contractor’s Entitlement to 
Suspend Work: a suspension 
initiated by the contractor. See 
also sub-clause 8.9

Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for 
Completion] Sub-Clause 14.7 [Pay
ments] Sub-Clause 14.6 [Issue of In
terim Payment] Sub-Clause 2.4 [Em
ployer’s Financial Arrangements] Sub
Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claim] Sub
Clause 3.5 [Determinations]

Yes Yes Yes

15 17.4 Conseauences of Employer’s 
Risks: loss or damage to the 
works due to an employer’s 
risk

Yes Yes No

16 18.4 Consequences of Force Ma- 
jeure: the contractor beins pre
vented from performing an 
obligation

Yes Condi
tional

No

17 8.5 EOT for completion Yes Possible Possible

Clause 20 contains two obligations that may re
sult in a claiming Party losing its right to claim in the 
event of noncompliance. The first being the obligation 
to provide an initial Notice of Claim within 28 days, 
and the second being the obligation to provide a fully 
detailed Claim which includes a statement of the con
tractual and/or other legal basis of the claim within 84 
days (or such other time as might be agreed). 
The definition of a “fully detailed claim” is given as 
follows:

“(a) a detailed description of the event or circum
stance giving rise to the Claim; (b) a statement of the 
contractual and/or other legal basis of the Claim (c) all 
contemporary records on which the claiming Party 
relies; and (d) detailed supporting particulars of the 
amount of additional payment claimed (or amount of 
reduction of the Contract Price in the case of the Em
ployer as the claiming Party), and/or EOT claimed (in 
the case of the Contractor) or extension of the [Defects 
Notification Period] claimed (in the case of the Em
ployer).”

However, before any rights are lost there is a 
positive obligation on the Engineer to give notice to 
the claiming Party within 14 days after receiving a 
Notice of Claim if he considers that the Notice of 
Claim has been served late, and this notice must 
include reasons. Importantly, if the Engineer fails to 
serve such a notice within this 14 day period then 
the Notice of Claim shall be deemed to be a valid 
notice. In addition, in circumstances where the En
gineer does serve a notice within the 14 day period, 
the claiming Party is permitted to explain why he 
disagrees with the Engineer or why the late submis
sion is justified as part of the submission of the 
claiming Party’s fully detailed Claim. The definition 
of “contemporary records” is given as “records that 
are prepared or generated at the same time, or im

mediately after, the event or circumstance giving 
rise to the Claim”.

Clause 20 is that it categorises Claims into differ
ent types and provides for different procedures de
pending on this categorisation. The first category is 
where a Party has a Claim for additional payment or 
extension of time. These Claims therefore include 
Contractor Claims for additional payment and exten
sion of the Time for Completion of the Works and 
Employer Claims for additional payment (or a reduc
tion of the Contract Price) and extension of the De
fects Notification Period. The second category is for 
Claims for any other entitlement or relief not falling 
into the first category. An example of a Claim falling 
into the second category might be one for specific 
performance (i.e. to compel one Party to comply with 
its obligations). The procedure for Claims falling into 
the second category is less prescriptive than that for 
the first category.

After studying the above standard forms of con
struction contracts that are being used in Indian con
struction industry it can be easily concluded that none 
of the contract form contains specific clauses for the 
delay analysis. It is observed that there is no provision 
for specific delay analysis methods (DAMs), every
thing has been left onto the sole decision of the Engi
neer-In-Charge. So, for avoiding any disputes related 
to time overruns and extension of time (EOT), our 
contracts forms doesn’t have any provisions.

Following are the contentious issues in delay 
analysis resulting in disputes between contractor and 
employer:

-  Critical Path.
-  Ownership of the float?
-  Concurrent (or Contractor) delays and how 

these effect claims/entitlement for EOT/ compensa
tion.
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SCL’s Delay and Disruption Protocol
This Protocol has been prepared by the Society 

of Construction Law for determining extensions of 
time and compensation for delay and disruption. It 
exists to provide guidance to all parties to the con
struction process when dealing with delay and dis
ruption matters. It recognizes that transparency of 
information and methodology is central to both dis
pute prevention and dispute resolution.In February

2017, the 2nd edition of the Protocol was pub- 
lished.SCL Delay Protocol Explain following six 
methods for analysing the delay:

a) Impacted As Planned Analysis (Fig. 1)
b) Time Impact Analysis (Fig. 2)
c) Time slice window analysis (Fig. 3)
d) As planned vs. as Build window analysis (Fig. 4)
e) Retrospective Longest Path Analysis (Fig. 5)
f) Collapsed As Built Analysis (Fig. 6)

Fig. 1. Impacted As Planned Analysis Fig. 2. Time Impact Analysis

Fig. 4. .As planned vs. as build window analysis

Longest Path

f

□ a - *

□

Key: Q  As-Built О  Delay —  As-Built Critical Path 

Fig. 5. Retrospective longest path method

• Quantify Claim

Contract
period

Contract
Completion

Culpable or 
non-claimabie delays

Claim
period

Actual Completion 
'but for' delays

Actual
Completion

Fig. 3. Time slice Window Analysis Fig. 6. Collapsed as built analysis
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Conclusions
The standard contract form in India needs to incor

porate a protocol for construction delay similar to that of 
Society of Construction Law (SCL) in UK. A theoretical 
frame work may be developed which will aid the con
tracting parties for selection of the DAMs (Table 2) and 
will also serve as the guideline for the analyst. Instead of 
depending upon Engineer-in-charge for extension of 
time, it is advisable to adopt scientific methods for delay

analysis. The results from these methods will be more 
accurate and acceptable by various parties involved and 
by the courts if there is any legal issues related to delay 
arise. Indian contract forms should incorporate the delay 
analysis related clauses in its contract condition instead 
of conferring all powers to Engineer-in-Charge; which is 
purely judgmental. Table 3 shows the conditions/ situa
tions when a particular method should be adopted and 
when it should be avoided.

Summary of delay analysis methods
Table 2

Method of analysis Analysis type Critical
path determined

Delay impact 
determined Requires

Impact As-Planned analy
sis

• Logic linked baseline pro-
Cause and Effect Prospectively Prospectively • A selection of delay events 

to be modelled
• Logic linked baseline pro

gramme
• Update programmes or pro

gress information with 
which to update the baseline 
programme

• A selection of delay events 
to be modelled

Time impact analysis Cause and Effect Contemporaneously Prospectively

Time Slice Windows 
analysis

• Logic linked baseline pro
gramme

• Update programmes or pro
gress information with 
which to update baseline 
programme

Effect and Cause Contemporaneously Retrospectively

As-planned versus As- 
Built Windows Analysis

• Baseline programme
• As built dataEffect and Cause Contemporaneously Retrospectively

Retrospective Longest 
path analysis

• Baseline programme
• As-built programmeEffect and Cause Retrospectively Retrospectively

Collapsed As built analy
sis

• Logic lined as built baseline
Cause and Effect Retrospectively Retrospectively • A selection of delay events 

to be modelled

Source: www.scl.org.uk,https://www.scl.org.uk/sites/default/files/SCL_Delay_Protocol_2nd_Edition_Final.pdf

Selection criteria for DAMs
Table 3

DAMs When to be Adopted When to be Avoided

Impacted As Planned
• As Built records are properly maintained
• Less number of activities suffered delays
• Can be used prospectively or retrospectively

• As built data is not much reliable
• Large number of delayed activities

Time Impact Analysis

• Going prospectively
• Change orders by owners
• Additional work also consist of set of activities
• Project is ongoing or completed
• Possibility of change in critical path

• Recently updated schedules are not much 
reliable

• When large no of delay events are there
• Analyst doesn’t having expertise

Time Slice Window 
Analysis

• Project is complex
• Analyzing prospectively or retrospectively
• Mile stones to be achieved are clearly defined
• Every individual delay has to be focused
• Has to forecast the expected completion date 

after delay has occurred

• Less time is available for analysis
• Analyst is not an expert
• If more then one person has to perform 

same analysis( as different size of window 
taken by different analyst has different re
sults)
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Table 3 (end)

DAM s When to be Adopted When to be Avoided

Planned v/s As Built
• Accurate As Built schedule is there
• Less time is there for analysis
• A large number of activities has suffered delays

• Change in critical path
• Delay of individual activity has to be as

sessed

Retrospective Longest 
path

• Working retrospectively
• High accuracy is not required
• Reliable records are not there
• Analyst is not an expert

• High accuracy is required
• Critical path has to be clearly identifies
• Critical path changes during the coarse of 

the project

llapsed As Built

• Analysis has to be done retrospectively
• No baseline program is available
• Very accurate and reliable As Built program is 

there

• Analyzing prospectively
• As Built records are not reliable
• Large number of concurrent delays are 

there
• Possibility of change in critical path
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МЕТОДЫ АНАЛИЗА ЗАДЕРЖЕК (DAM)
В ДОГОВОРАХ СТРОИТЕЛЬНОГО ПОДРЯДА В ИНДИИ

Читрареха Кабре1, Парвеш Кумар2
1 Университет науки и технологии им. Динбандху Чоту Рам, Мурталь, Индия
2 Индийский институт технологий, Дели, Индия

Большинство строительных проектов в Индии управляются той или иной стандартной 
формой договора строительного подряда. В каждой из таких стандартных форм обычно ука
зывается период, в течение которого подрядные работы должны быть завершены подрядчи
ком. Однако с целью предотвратить нарушение этих договоров рядом действий, происходя
щих независимо от подрядчика, в форме также оговаривается, что при таких обстоятельствах 
подрядчик освобождается от обязательств по выполнению работ в течение установленного 
периода, а в договоре такая задержка может рассматриваться как продление срока заверше
ния работ (EOT). При этом принципы расчета просрочки и связанных с этим затрат не огова
риваются стандартной формой договора. Это приводит к проблемам, которые обычно вызы
вают споры в связи с различными «школами мысли» и неоднозначными интерпретациями, 
существующими в стране. Во избежание споров, а также в целях содействия их урегулирова
нию стороны руководствуются следующими основными стандартами: Протокол задержек и 
срывов Общества строительного права (Протокол Общества строительного права) и AACE 
29R-03 (Экспертный анализ календарного плана проекта). В статье рассматриваются шесть 
методов анализа задержек (DAM), рекомендованных Протоколом Общества строительного 
права. В работе рекомендуется включить методы анализа задержек в договоры строительного 
подряда в Индии для урегулирования претензий, связанных с продлением срока завершения 
работ и возмещением компенсации.

Ключевые слова: методы анализа задержек; Протокол Общества строительного пра
ва; стандартная форма договора строительного подряда; споры по строительным подря
дам; продление сроков для завершения работ; возмещение и убытки.
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